[Paraneoplastic and disimmune sensory neuronopathies or ganglionopathies. Importance of an early detection].
Sensory ganglionopathies or sensory neuronopathies are subacute acquired diseases of the dorsal root ganglion, frequently associated with disinmune, paraneoplastic and toxic agents. Patients present sensory alteration of asymmetric distribution and early ataxia. Early identification is essential, as they may announce an underlying neoplasia or autoimmune disease. To study asymmetries of the sensory nervous action potential (SNAP) of nerve pairs and the relationship amplitude of ulnar sensory/ulnar motor potential (USMAR) with serial electroneurophysiological studies for the early diagnosis of sensory ganglionopathies. Six patients with sensory ganglionopathies were retrospectively studied with electroneurophysiological studies: four paraneoplastic cases with positivity for onconeuronal antibodies, one associated with Sjogren's syndrome and two idiopathic. Electroneurophysiological studies showed axonal sensory involvement in all cases, with asymmetry > 50% in SNAP amplitude in two pairs of nerves in four cases and normal motor with USMAR < 0.71 in five cases. Serial electroneurophysiological studies were essential in the diagnosis of two cases in the beginning of the disease with mild sensory symptoms. This work evidences the importance of the study of asymmetries in the amplitude of the SNAP of nerve pairs, the USMAR and the serial electroneurophysiological studies in the early diagnosis of sensory ganglionopathies, to further identification of the disinmune and onconeuronal associated antibodies with the nervous system affection to search for hidden neoplasia.